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THE TECNNOLOGT OF

COKPACT

FUSION-REACTOR CONCEPTS

By
R. A. KRAROWSKT*, J. E. GLANCY** AND A. E. DARIRI**

ABSTRACT

An identification of future engineering n>et~ of
compact, high-power-density approaches to fusim power
is presented. After describing a rationale for the
compact
approach and a number of compact fus~on
reactors, key technology needs are aseessed relative to
the similar needs of the conventional tokamak in order
to emphasize differences in required technolog] with
respect to the we:l-documented mainline approaches.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The

development and eventual commercializationof magnetic fusion energy

(~E) Is presently being pursued in the U. S.

through two mainline

the tokamak and the tandem mirror, with a number

of

promielng but less develnped

approached being funded as alternative fusion concepts (AFCS). The
pursuing

AFCS

is

the

concepts,

reason for

potential for lees expensive reactor systems that may be

earnierto assemble, operate, and maintain while requiring less development time
and

dollars; the need for lower technology and better, more flexible operating

characteristics (steady-state

●ssembly/maintenance,ntc.) are
Th*

plasma,

uee

advanced

fuele,

easier

aleo reaeonb for pursuing certain AFCS.

engineering development raeede for

quantified by

of

the mainline

detailed conceptual deeign studies of

both

tokamrk have been
first-generation

tnkamak engineering experiments~~2 and commercial power raactors.3 To a Ieseer
extent, but nevertheless at
detail, are studies

of

●

ei~nificant level of effort ●nd corlceptual design

the Tandwm Mirror Reactor (’lMR)4-6iaawell as nearer-term

●ngineering devices7~8 baaed on the tandem mirror confinement principle.
Complementing both
AFCO.

bean

The

#tatua

of

the

tokamak and tandem mirror mainline approaches are the

r-actor daeigm

summarized quantitatively in

for tokamaks, tandem mirrors, ●nd AFCn
a

has

recent review paperg, ●nd an even more

recant statun has been reporred by an IAEA workmhop.10 A qualitative assessment
.

*

Lo- Alamoe Nutional Laboratory, Los Alamo~, NM; work perforimd
●uspicom cf the U. S. Department of Enersy.
-.
**

Scianc@ Applications, Irlc.,La Jolla, California; work
of the U. S. National Science Foun!ntion.

●uopicee

under the

performed under

the

-2of

the

engineering and

technology needs of

the ~jor

AFCS has also baen

presented recently.ll
A

generic

category termed “compact“*

identiffed]O~]l into whfch

or

high-power-density has

bten

is placed the Compact Reversed-Field Pinch Reactor

(C~R),12-13

the reactor embodiment of the Ohmically+eated Toroidal Experiment
(ORTE),14 high-field tokamaks (i.e., Riggatron ~),15-19 and certain subelements

of the Compact Toroid8 (CT, I.e.,

epheromaks, field-reversed configurations,

field-reversed mirrors, etc.).20-27 Concern over the dominance An mars and cost
of the fusion power core
many

of

the

[i.e., first-wall/blanket/shield/coils(FW/B/S/C)] fcr
approaches1-1o has

“conventional” MFE

led recently to serious

consideration of the compact option. 13 Fusion-power-core
approaching those
than

for

of

(FPC) power

densities

light-water fission reactors (i.e., 10-30 times greater

conventional MI%

systems), projected costs

that are

relat~wely

insensitive to large change~ in the FPC unit costs ($/kg) and ●ssociated physics
and technology, considerably reduced size and mass of the FPC with potential for
“block”

(fee., single or

potential for

few-piece) installation and

rapid, minimum-coat development and

maintenance, and the

deplo~ent

are

general

characteristics bein8 sought through the compact raactos options,
It

is

emphasized that use

the adjective “compact’$does not nbcassarlly

of

refer to or limit a specific confinement scheme; just as the Neve?stiField Pinch
(RFP) has a viable conventional xeactor embodiment,28 it 1s possible to *nvisage
compact reactor

options

for

the

torsatron/heliotron (S/T/H).29 If
overall development
reactoy.

of

Furthermore, this

steady

●nd

the

a

substantially more

better reactor probably must

with

st911arator/

given AFC ik to impact significantly the

MFE, it must lead to

shorter time schedula ●nd
Given

a

tokamak~s-l’

be achieved on

AF(h,

thwwa gonlm c~~ be

met meet probably ●long the compact route. In order for an AFC to
●s

a tru~ option, rather than merely

●s

2.,

have

impact

a backup to thatmainline, it m~st pose a

true ●lternative; for economtc reeaono dimcuagad in Ref.
Sac.

●

●xpenditure of funds.~

significantly ●mallmr

progress in physics research for certain

competitive

13 ●nd

tmmmaxixad in

that ●lternative may huva to be compact.

word “compact” la uoed hcm
to descr13e explicitly high-power-densfity
fusion pwer
corm
●nd does n-t nocesca~i.ly imply mall
capacity [l...,
?llfe(net)].Although tha combination of compactness and emallnoss in ca,~acityis
pos~ible$ ●conomieo of scala @anerally
dictate higher unit coots <i.e., $/kW@ or
mflls/kWeh) for @yotams with lower capacity.

%he

.

-3compact option for fueion power will xequlre the ●xtension of exinting

The

technologies to +--omodate the higher heat flux, power density, ●nd
~~stances) bight

mgnetic fields required to operate the FPC with system power

denmitiea* in the i. 15 MWt/m3 ranga rather than in
being

predicted for

‘he conventional WE

the 0.3-0.5

●pproaches.

quantitative rationalo f r pursuing the compact route in
compact

HWt/m3

range

After giving a more
the

Sec. 2.,

three

funion reactors urnedam a baein for this assessment of technology needs

are briefly described in Sec. 3.
used

(in s~e

hare

to

It is noted that the

identify engineering and technology needs are i~cluded in but do

not ●ncompasa the reactor spectrum considered by
workshop;

the

●ycteme

three compact

Croso’ contribution to

thio

definition of compactneea given above 10 restrictive ●nd further

●tudy rem.ainnto be done before the qualification

of

configuration,

for high-power-density

spheromaks, dense

Z-pinchee, etc.

compactness can be properly assensed. Section 4.

the

then gives

field-revere%d

a

quantitative

technology ●ssessment for the compact option ueing only the three ●forementioned
concepts (RFPO, OHTEa, tokmako) ae an aseeosment base. Section 5.
w~th

●

concludes

summary ●nd recommendations for engineering/technologydevelopment in the

araa of compact fumion syttema. It is emphasized that both the advantage
Iinitatione of

the compact option, as well

onl:rbaginning to emerge; much
chereforc, must

of

the

●n

and

related technological needs, are

technology prognoses presented herein,

be viewed a- initial and 18 yet to be subjected to examination

agaii~ata more fully devalopad data and study bane.

2.

RATIONALE FOR COMPACT REAG1’ORS
m~c direct costs of building

into

two major

primarily of
contributor to

tha

The

fir-t wall,

the RPE

fisnion or fumion raactor can

coot.

fusion powar

divided

core

(FPC), which

confiiste

blanket, shiald, cnd magnetm, can be
Other

aquipment, vacuum, cryuganic, and
h

ba

th? RaactoL-Plant-Equipment (RPE) cost ●nd the

canponento:

Balance-of-Plant (ROP) coat.

●

RPE

●

major

itama include ●uxiliary hentinu

tritium oyotamo. The BOP consiste of all

—.

Syntem power danmity is dafincd an tha ratio of total (uneful) thermal powar to
the volume encloned by ●nd including the coil- (i.e., the FPC volume). Although
with
Banerally ● useful maeoura of parformanca for me-t
MFE
●y-tams
●xct-!~lanket/shieldcotlo, ●pplication to ona var~ion of tho hl~h-flald tokamak
(Ri#Satron), which proposoe to locat~ ●ll COI1O within thm blmnkat ●tructura,
preeantn ●n ●nomaly, although thin daf=tlon
I@ otill uaad for much ●yot8m0.

-4subsystema outaidc the eecondary containment, such as the heat transport system,
heat ●xchangers ●nd steam generator, turbi-les,●lectrical generators, auxiliary
eysteme, and buildings.
The

ME

coat for fiaeion reactors is approximately 25 percent of the total

plant direct coot (TDC), and the BOP accounts for the other 75 parcent.
of

conventional fuoion reactorn project RPE

costs that range from 50 to 75

The BOP coet6 for a fiaeion ●nd fr~~ionplane

percent of the TDC.

filectrical power output are

expected to

of

the

oame

be approximately the same.* Hence,

eetimatea of fuuion reactor TDC have predicted higher valuea
power

Studies

than

for

fiaoiun

planta becauee of the ●xpensive RPE coats related primarily to expensive

(i.e., maosive, high-technology) FPCS.

Thi6 result that KPE/TDC > 0.5 for

most

conventional fusion reactor~ la contrary to the frequznt claim that the DOP cost
dominate the total plant coot and, therefore, little can he done to
pro$gcted coots

of

reduce the

fueion power; the oummary given in Tablo I 10 baaed on the

most recent design atudien and indicatea the dom?.nanceof the R.PEcosts for both
maifllineand major alternative fusion concepts. The mass of the FPC ptr unit of
generated thermal power for most conventional fueton planta
util~zation) 18

(i.e., FPC

❑ asa

projected to lie in the range 5-10 tonne/MUt, compared to 0.3

tonnet’MWtfor a light-water fi~eion reactor.**13 The RPE for compact reactors is
projected

to

be

only - 1/3 of the TDC because the FTC ●nd associated support

equipment are smaller and leae costly than the conventional flloion ●yoteme
.Imilar

capacity (MUe); the

FPC

❑ aas

of

utilization 10 similarly closer to the

comparable figure (0.3 tonne/MUt) for finqion powet. The

direct

cost

of

che

“It ia noted that fumion reactor~lcepable of dirtict-bnargyconversion, such ● m
Lha TMR, attain hfghr overall enargy convarrnion 9fficiencie8 and, thera?ore,
projact ●mallar BOP costs. The total plant coot (TDC), however, will bm mallar
It im
only if Lha coat of the diract energy convertors la mui’ficiantly low.
also notad that sytteme
with unartractiv~ly high recirculating power fractions
will requiie larger BOPa ●nd associated coot~; for s~ichrystemn tha RPE/BOP cost
ratio will be falnaly depreosad, not becauoe of low ‘APE,but bacausa of
abnormally bi#h BOP cost-.

●%ho

■ ase utilization for tha fimtiionplant 18 takan ● rntha maos of tha prim.ary
conLainmant vaoael (less the fual) divided by tho total tharmal powar. ‘rhomass
Oyatem
utilization must ba us~d ca~efully ● o ● comparative maaaui’a of
pcrformnce: clearly, much comparicono lnfar c ■onotomic relationship Mtwuan
En-s ●nd cost. Syrntam which hava FPCS that ● ra comprised of larga ussos
of
inaxpenaiv~ and ●auily roplac~d/rautad coolant (i.a., LiPb) or concrata should
u-s ● ats utllizattona that ● r~ appropristaly componnatod (1.6., mass of drsinod
blanket).
It I- al-o not~d that tha ma-a of an ●ntir- fieaion powar plant,
exclucivo of concrmta hut including all reinforcing bar,
I10-15 tonn*/Mk,
which in some casao 1s ●pproached hy the ?PC mass utilization for cartain
byctam.

I

-5fuolon reactor, therefore, is ●xpected to be only slightly highe=

capact

comt

the

of

a

than

fiosion reactor. More importantly, however, the total cost of

fuolon for eystem wtth RPE/TDC ~ 1/3 will be

lean

sensitive to

physico and

technology uncertainties aaaociated with the aanumed plaem performance and FQC
operation; both significantly ●ffect piant performance and co6t, which
can lead to appreciable costing uncertainty and potential overruns.30
A

summa~

of

These

findings are

rcsulte from a recently completed, but preliminary, stadv of a

compact R.FPreactor (CRFPR). I’hecost of a pressurized water reactor
alsio shown.

turn

recent re~ulte frcm a number of conventional fusion reactor

studies and asiaociatedcoot ●atimatea 10 ●howa In Table I.
compared with

In

Figure

1 dieplaye graphically the

relative to the FPC of a

compact

illustratin~ difference

In

(PWR) 1s

aizee of conventional F?Ce

fueion reactor (CRFPR), agoln

graphically

system power density and FTC made uttlizatlor!s

reflected by the valuee given in Table I.
Considering

AS indicated previously, an important economic incentive for
compact

reactor syotemo la

the

lower aen6itivity of the TDC to phyaice and

engineering uncertainties associated with ●ll aapecte of the FPC.

Con8ideruble

uncertainty exiote in fusion RPE coat entimatee; however, muck,le~a uncertainty
18 aoaociated with BOP coeta becauae the aeoociatad technology is
mature.

The

uncertainty in

relatively

cost ●stimates of conventional fdoion eystemn io

much higher than the uncertainty in compact fueion reactor cost eetimatea. This
means

that

a

would lead to
●

●

doubling of the RPF cost for conventional fuflionreactor decigne
50-75 percent increaee in the !P’; a similar doubling of RPE for

compact reactor would lead to only

●

20 percent increase in the direct capital

coat.
The unit direct costo (UDC) ~ummarized in i’ableI ar~ plotted on Fig. 2
●

●s

function of the ratio RPE/TDC, with nouinal ~~alueeof - 900 $/kWe ●nd 0.25 for

UDC ●nd RPE/TDC, reepactively, being used to Iccate the LWRa.

Ufl
<ng

thie LVR

point as n normalization, the ratio of TDC for fusion ralativ~ to flsaion can be
determined ●nalytically under the aoaumption that thw BOP coate for like
●nd finsion pwer

plants ura ncminally ●qulvalent; the “analytic” curve of RDC -

(U~)FU510N/(UM)plgS10~
•yot~n

is

●llowed

advantage of
b~comea

●n

funion

to

is alao given on

F~~’ ?.

expend

capital invactment in order to take

❑ ora

on

AgnuminB that

ld~ally zero fuel coat, thim tradeoff oi fuel For

q(~~stionabla for

RDC valuas

in

● xcasa

the

furn;on

cspltal Co@t

of - 1.3 if the f~telcoot for

fiosion nominally compri8ct 1/4-1/3 of ths ●nargy cost. Cena~ally, operation in

-6the

RPE/TDC ~ 0.3,

lreconomic-leverage

less dcnninantcomponent of

the TDC;

for

regime will require the PPC to be a
reasonable unit

fabricated, hfgh-technology components, this

costs

criterion can be

($/kg) of
met only by

decreased FPC mass utilization (tonne/MWt) or increaeed system power density.
Direct capital cost in only one component umed in deriving the overall cost
of

electricity (COE) from

a

power

plant.

Figure

components and how thzae components are ccmbined to
annual

fixed chargeu

for

conventional and

approximately proportional to the TDC
nominally the

determine the

COE.

indirect capital coot

3.0

the TDC for both compact and conventional

●xample,

reactor types, and the fixed charge rate will be the name un!.~ss, for
the

The

compact fusion reactor- will be

because the

same percentage of

3 presents all the cost

compact reactor takes leas time to construct and is more amenable to mass

production methods because of ite smaller size. Fuel expensee will be equal for
the came fusion power, and operation and maintenance (06!1)coete are expected to
be approximately ●qual for the same plant capacity (HUe). The
differ

if

the

costs

of

replacing the FTC

are

of

material per

unit

time

costs will

diffekent; however, both

conventional and compact reactors require replacement of
ma6ses

O&M

approxim&tely equal

(- 200-400 tonne/y) for

the

came F’W/B

lifetime.h The annual generating coat for a compact fuoion reactor, therefore,
is

●xpected to be lower than for a conventional fusion reactor, primarily

because of the lower RPE cost.
and

The annual energy output

(kheh/y) for

compact

conventional fusion reactora of ●qual capacity may not be ●qual because the

recirculating power fractions an,!the capacity facto~a may
compact

tokamak reactor

(Riggatron) and

the OHTE

be

diffarent.

The

have

hiqh

reaccor may

recirculating power requiramente, becauoe of the first-wall coil
the CRPPR

ham

pooition, but

a recirculating power fraction approximately equal to conventional

fueion reactors (10-15% half of which oupplias the Ohmic loseeo in the coilc and
plaema).
Compact fueion

raactorn are

relative to conventional fuajm
the-l

loads, ●nd

alno expected to be hi~her -tress** devices

reactors b9cauee of

higher

power

dansitta-,

neutron fluxeo (and hlghar magnetic fioldc ●t the coil for

the Riggatron); howavor, this more highly rtreesed operating condition diffora
‘Although lifmtimea of 10-15 HWY/m2 arc projactcd for low-flux rntalnleos-ataal
first uallc and blankets, tranmutation-t~lat~d roolstivity Incroaoas in frictvall cotio (Riggstron ●nd OHTE) may raducw iif~tim~ to 5 w/m2.
●*Tha word “ntraas” is uatd hare to dcecriba ● ,~~nernlperfo~ncm cmdition
rather than a eptcific forca par unit araa.

-7Iittle from standard operatin8 conditions encountered in fiseion systems, and,
furthermore, operating ● t the higher strese state should not reduce the capacity
factor

If

equal engineering design criteria are

conventional reactors.

Neverthzleae,

perhaps cutting

for

potential existo

a

factor relative to conventional l~atreas
factor

used

aml

compact

for a lower plant

fusion syetema, this lower plant

into the promise of reduced COE resulting from reduced

TDC and construction time; desigrrspecific reliability analyses remain

to

be

performed comparatively on conventional and compact FPCS.
In

auwmav,

the anr.ual generating co6t

for

a

compact reactor may be

ail;nificantlylower than that of ●qual capacity conventional fu8ion reactors,
●nd

the annual

energy output can be approximately the same or only slightly

lower. Thin situatiori couples with
exerted

on

the

total

coat

by

the

desirably lower economic l~verage

the RPE cost (wherein lies a majority of all

physice and ●ngineering uncertainty) for the compact
rationale and

promise for

system

to give the

primary

the compact approaches. Additionally, the compact

fusion option may offer certain co~t/schedule advantagc8 related to the

over:lll

development of a uaabla product for fueion, these advan~ages also being related
to the lesser role played by the

FW/B/C

~ystems

In

devices leading to

the

reactor.

3.

DESCRIPTION OF
The

desire

COMPACT

to

REACI’ORS

redKt

the

importance of the fu@ion power core (FPC), in

t~rma of volume, maoa, and finally coet~, relative to the
of

th~k RPE ●nd

remaining components

the BOP dictates syotem power densities that are considerably

higr,eithan fhoae projected for conventional fueion reactors (Table I).
eurvey

of

compact fueion concepts considered by

Gross

in

thio vorkchop

ncompacsee toroidal devicee supporting large plaama current density
OHTEa, high-field tokamaks), a
opheromakrn,● n well
danme

●s

variety

of

The

(RFPs,

field-reversed configuration and
(i.e.,

other very dense and highly pulsed configuration

Z-pinch, imploding liners, wall-confined oyateme). On the basir of the

scmls ●nd argumenta developed in the prelriouamecttono, however,
grouping

fir8t

(RFPw, OHTEO, high-field tokamaka) have been coneider~d ao modelo for

the engineering and
davicea

lly the

technolo~y aseesmment presented herein.

Theme

compact

can ganerally b~ classified ● s toroide ucing resistive coilm to provide

high-denmity tokamak, oHTB, or RFP confinement. All ouch devicen generally rely

-8significant Ohmic

on

heating to achieve ignition. Typical parameters for the

CRPPR, OHTE, and Riggatron reactors are

fjlven in Table

II.

These

reactor

designs are generally characterized by the following features:
.

Righ system power densit ~

●

Low PPC mass utilization

.

Significantly lower ratio of RPE/TDC costs

.

High first-wall neutron loading

●

High blanket power density

●

Little or no pmsive
The

increases in

radiation shield for the magnets
plasma power

density, neutron first-wall loading, and

blanket power density* that accompany any attempt to maintain a
power

output

benefits and

given

total

at an enhanced engineering power density represent both potential
deficits.

The

economic tradeoff between the

benefits

of

high-power-density operation (i.e., reduced system mass, size, and cost) and the
potenttal

liabilities

first-wall/blanket

of

increased

chronological life

recirculating

power

(i.e., potential for

and

reduced plant

efficiency, availability, and reliability) remains to be fully assessed
context

of

a

reduced

in

the

complete conceptual design for the three concepts summarized in

Table II; the situation remains even less resolved for the other less developed,
but parhaps more promising, APCS cited by Gross’ survey paper.

3.1.

COMPACT RPP REACTOR (CRFPR)
The

CRFPR

16

a

toroidal axisymmetric device in which

the

primary

confinement field 10 poloidal and is generated by a toroidal current flowing in
the

plasma.

Unlike the OIITEand Riggatron reactors, all magnetic coils in the

CRFPR are positioned externally to the blanket, increasing the ability to
tritium, providing enhanced radiation protection

of

breed

the exe-blanket coil, ●nd

decreasing the recirculating power fraction. The high power density 10 attained
with

moderate betae (0.1-0.2) without requ?r!ng high fields at the coils, which

also substantially reduces the recirculating power fraction, Figure 4
T

shows

●

The blanket power density in the Riggatron high-field tokamak, however, IS low
since the blanket is far removed from the first-wall ●nd coil systems.

-9schatic
given

cross sectton of She 1000-MUe(net) reactor with

specifications

in Table II; significantly smaller capacity systems are alao possible ‘or

the CRFPR. Central to the achievement of
reduction in

high

system power

breeding, minimum

recoverv

blanket

sensible heat

of

thicknesses ranging

and

for

adequate
to

0.5

from

required. Such a “model” blanket design is described and
give

density

is

the

blanket/shield thickness accompanying the use of normal copper

coils. For efffcient

to

the

0.6

used

in

tritium

mwill

be

Sec. 4.2.7.

a generic example of ke~rradiation effects anticipated for these high-

wall-loading FPCS.

3.2.

OHKIC~LLY HEATED TOROIDAL EXPERIMENT (OHTE) REACTOR
More conservative assumptions with

potentially

large

respect to

energy losses that may

the

external control of

accompany the maintenance of

toroldal-field reversal near the RFP plasma edge leads to the OHTE

approach.l’}

The OHTH controls the field reversal and associated ma~netic shear at the plasma
edge by actively-driven helical coils positioned near

the

high-power-density operation is

to

coil

Since the

fields.

temperature and
performance

in

are

attained at moderate

the

edge.

reactor.14 Five OHTE

room

operated near

first wall,

the

overall system

terms of plant thermal efficiency is reduced. Figure 5

commercial OHTE

The

high beta with modest

resistive copper coils are

positioned near

plasma

shows

a

reactor types have been described in

Ref. 14; the specifications of a commercial electrlc power plant, which is sized
for 900-MWe{net) output, are shown in Table II.

3.3.

RIGGATRON
This reactor iQ based on a high-field, Ohmically-heated tokamak that uses a

high toroidal current density and high toroidal-field copper

coils

positioned

neay

the first wall.

Net energy production is possible15 in a relatively Bhort

burn

p~riod from

moderate-beta, Ohmically-heated plasma.

a

The

severe

thermal-mechanical and radiation environment in which the relatively inexpensive
FPC must operate dictates a FPC life
a

Riggntron reactor with

the

of

&ppro%imately one month.

Figure 6 shows

specifications gtven in Table II.

chamber and the wate~cooled copper magnets would

be

small

The plasma

because of

the

+wcreased plasma density and the aesumed beta. The overall system performance

-1oin terms of plant thermal ●fficiency and the ability to breed tritium is greatly
reduced, since

the

coils are positioned”near the first wall.

The short-lived

(30 days) FPC would operate in clusters of two or more fusion modules, with one,
or

perhaps

two, additional stand-by muiules and a rapid “plug-in” capability

promising high
maintenance.

plant

The

reliability/availability

without

An

situ

remote

fusion neutron power is recovered in a fixed lithium blanket

located outside of the magnet system. Rscovery of Ohmic and neutron heating

in

the copper coils is also an essential element of the overall power balance.

3.4.

OTHER POTENTIAL APPROACHES TO COMPACT REACTORS
A

number

of

reactor configurations based on field-reversed or spheromak

plaemoids may qualify for tie compact, high-powex-density option. These Compact
Toroids

(CT) are generally pulsed systems based either on a translating burning

plmnzoid or a stationary plasmoid that is subjected to —in —SISU nvignetic and/or
lfner compression. only the latter approaches, as (unbodiedin the TRACT20 or
LINUS21 reactors, appear to offer
approaching the

the potential for

system power

densittes

10-15 MWt/m3 range, although the other CT reactor embodiments

still promise significant increases in system power density relative to the more
conventional mainline and

AFC

systems.

The

advantages and limitation of a

number of CT reactors have been reviewed in Refs. 9 a~d 25; no attempt

is made

here CO include unique engineering and technology needs of the CT reactors until
reactor designs become available that emphasize the goal of
density; the

high

system power

potential for htgh-powez+density operation for certain of the CT

configurations, however, should be recognized. Similar comments UPPIY

to

the

other AFC reviewed for this workshop by Gross.

4.

COMPACT REACTOR TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS

4.1.

OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY
Table

111

summarizes compact reactor parameters that diff!etsignificantly

from conve~~tional tvkamak (STARFIRE) parameters and

that

impact projacted

technology requirements. These design differences result primarily becauae of:

-11.

Increa8&d plae~
powe~ density, which is proportional to B2B4, Where B iB
the confining magnetic field at the plasma and 6 is the ratio of a~erage
plaama pregnure to magnetic field pressure at the plasma surface.

●

Increased first-wall neutron current (15-20 MW/m2) and surface heat flux
(4-5 mt/m2, maximum, for uniform heat deposition onto the first wall).

●

Increased peak (~ 100 MWt/m3) and average
within a tritium-breeding blanket.

.

lncr~nsed radiation and heat fluxes at resistive magnet coils in systems
heat-recovering/
des::.~nedto operate at most
with
thin
only
6
tritium-breeding Flanket placed between the coil and the plasma.
Key

parameters for

the

(~ 30

~t/m3)

power

density

three sompact reactors being considered here are

presented in Table TII according to three major systems that comprise the FPC:
Plasma Engineering Systems, h. lear Systems, and

Magnet

reactors would operate at hfgher plasma densities sad,
impurity control., and
higher

plasma

Systems. Compact

therefore, refueling,

.sh removal requirement~ may be more demanding. The

density may

also

lead

to more

difficult rf

current-drive

rk~quirements ‘or mteady-state operation. The potential for low-frequency “F-~
pumping1136

that

is

unique

to

the RFP

confinement, however, repreaemts a

potentially new and nctractive means to drive steady-state current; F-G pumping,
however, remains to be tested experimentally. The first%all

pow~r

loads

for

compact reactors are higher than for conventimwl syqtems, which also leads to
higher blanket power densities. It is noted that although the FW/B

for

the

?ompact systems would operate un~er more highly stres8ed conditions, compared to
the conventional fusion systems, the compact options are

simply attempting to

approach operating con~ltions that are considered standard for fission energy
sources. The magnetic field requirements for the CRFPR and OHTE are lower
for

than

STARFIRE tokamak reactor, but the field~ are considerably higher for the

Riggatron. However, the primary difference in magnet technology ICIreflected by
the use of resisci%e-copper rather than superconducting coils for compact fusion
reactoro.
Table

IV

gives

a

summary assessmen~,

indicating

where

tzchtiology

requirements far compact reactors are more difficult (+), le~s d~fficult (-), or
nominally the same (0) as
requirements for

for a

conve,~tional (~teady-state) tokamnk.

the Plasma Engineering Syntems do not significantly differ

between long-pulsed and eteady-ntate operation except popsibly for
and

The

aah

removal

Impurity control; fueling should be similar for a 30-100 s burn as for a

truly steady-state burn, but the latter mode may require a magnetic dlvertor for

4

-12ash

removal and

Because of the higher first-wall thermal

impurity control.

loadings, a heat-flux-concentratinglimiter does not appear to be possible, and
the first-wall ma.’have to serve the limiter function if a divertor is not used.
For pulsed operation, therefore, the only areas where the compact option poses
difficult

more

technology

requirements

are

related to

the

thermal/particle load and blanket (or magnet for Riggatron) power

first-wall

density.

A

potentially more difficult safety requirement for the cofipacteyetems is related
priinarilyto the need for increa8ed emergency-core-poolingcapability because of
the higher afterheat power density in the FW/B or in the TF and OH coil set in
tilecase of the Riggatron, this enhanced afterheat power density resulting from
the higher overall operating blanket power density. The technology ~equirments
in the magnet area are uignifican;ly less difficult for

the

CRFPR and

OHTE

concepts because of the absence of superconducting magaets and, in the case of
the CRFPR, the steady-state magnetic fields are low.

Lastly,

the maintenance

procedure envleaged for the compact reactore, because of their physical size and
ziaas,makea possible consideration of “block” maintenance, wherein the
FPC

i~

complete

removed for maintenance and repair operations external to the reactot

caviry, with a more rapid replacement by

a

fresh, pre-teate< unit

promising

shorter downtimes and more reliable restarts.
Another

perspective on

the differences and

efmilarities in technology

requirements for conventions: and compact fusion reactors can be developed uein%
the

results of a recen: Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) etudy.3; Thin

EPRI study polled fusion technology experts on

and

generated a

ranking of

technology issues for different reactor concepts. Table V reports results from
the EPRI study for two conventional fusion reactor dedigns
and

the

conventional RFP

Rigeatron tokamakls and
available for

reactor28) and

the 0HTE14 reactorn).

tokamak3

compact fueion reactorw (the
The

CRFPR design was

not

inclusion in the lH?RIstudy. Technology Isauea receiving equal

“scores” using the EPRI methodology are
similarities can

be

ooma differences. TM
of

two

(sTMFIP3

grouped together in Table

identified, while at the

same

V.

Many

time the ranking indicates

conventional reactors both rate magnet reliability ● o one

the highest priorities:,whereas this Iseue is not identified for the compact

option~~. liadiatio~reeimtance of magnet electrical Inmdatoro was rated by
EPRI

the

otudy as priorities for both compact reactors, whereas this item either la

not included in

tha

prio?ity list

conventional reactoru.

The

or

IB

located ●t

n

low

priority for

radiation r.ciotanca of magnet material (copper

,

P

●

-13-

●lloy) ranks high for the compact reactors and low for the conventional
reactors.

The

degree

of

remote maintenance is

conve~tional reectora but does not appear as
because

the

entire FPC

is

an

reactor options.

issue for

are

also

compact reactors

equally high

of

importance for

First-wall neutron fluence, heat/mechanical loads,

erosion, and fatigue are of the highest p?iority for
items

important issue for

replaced (e.g., block maintenance). However, the

removal of large components is perceived to be
both

an

compact reactors; these

ranked at high priority for cmventional reactorai,even though

the first-wall loads are lower, since the conventional systems require a

larger

chronological life. Magnet shleldirr ranks moderately high as a critical issue
for conventional reactors but is not an issue at all for compact reactors.
Bame

observation applies

reactor.

to

supplemental heating for

The

the STARFIRE tokamak

Critical issues for the compact reactor that do

not

simultaneously

appear for the conventional reactors could not be identified.
In

summary, the EERI study ranks the first wall as first priority for the

Riggatron and third priority for the OHTE. The authors of
rank

the

first-wall croeion control aa

first priolf.ty for

includln~ the CRFPP” the effective cooling of
blanket

thiti report would

a

all cmce.pte,

high-power-density, breedtng

is ranked by the authors as a close second, except for Mggatron, which

because of its inverted configuration operates with
dennity

blanket (Fig. 6).

relatively low-power-

Radiation-related, life-limiting effects on the 7W/B

remains an important overall technology i~aue for
fol19wing

a

all

fusion concepts.

The

subsection provfdee a more detailed assessment for each major fusion

technology system a~soclated with the FPC.

4.2.

TECHNOLOGY RJ3QUIRRKENTSFOR MAJ)R REACTOR SUBSYSTEMS

402.1.

PLASMA ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

The higher plasma density envisaged for the compact oyst.ems wiil
mont
11

impact

Plamna Engineering Syotems. All three compact approached listed on Table

rely

on

@ignific@nt Ohmic

high-field tokamak in

heating by

toroidal plaama currents.

Th@

addition aay req~.~ire
●uxiliary (adiabatic compreaeional

und/or rf) heating to achieve

ignition.

The

high

plaanu density makes

rf

current drive more difficult, although low-frequency “F-~ pumping” of currant in

.

.

.

b

-14RFP-like plasmas36 should not be Ut:ronglyaffected by the higher plasma density.
Plasma-ash, Impurity, and fueling control remain as uncertainties in the higher
deneity regime.

Dense

gas

blankets and/or magnetic

diverters are

being

considered and may be required ●ven for long-pulsed operation, particularly for
first-wall protection against sputtering. The OHTE, of
with

a

natural magnetic divertor.

associated sputter erosion, rather
represents the key

The

course, would

operate

first-wall/plasma interaction and

than !~igh-heat transfer rates ~

X38,

d compact
plasma engineering issue for the CRFPR and O?l’

options; for the Riggatron the physical heat fiuxee will be considerably larger.
The

introduction of

high-Z first-wall impurities into the plasma represents a

potentially greater problem for

the

compact systems, since

low-Z material

coating~ (e.g., Be) may be more limited by the hi8her first-wall heat fluxes.
The severity of this limitation, however, depends on yet-t-be-reoolved
and

plasma

processes related to

syetems

aivertors and dense gas blankets as well

●s

innovative first-wall mechanical design.3g~b0
Pellet refueling and
reactors appear

to

vacuum

requirements ior

compact and

cowentional

be similar. A pellet abl.r.cion
sea:.inglaw that shows good

agreement with experiment41 indicates that the fuel pellat lifetime, rp/v, where
rp

is

tlu

plasma radius and v is the pellet velocity, is only weakly dependent

on average plasma density (= l/nl’3). Even for

the

same

radius for

the

compact systems more than

therefore, the

decreased plasma

increased plasma density; similer or

compeneatee for

the

requirements on

pellet velocity

● re

indicated.

out-flux for a given ignition condition is
systems with

a

injection velocity,

similar capacity will

Since

less

the plasma particle

proportional to

the

total power,

require the @lametotal fueling rate.

Hence, the pellet injection frequency and radius should be the same as
conventional oytttems, In
speeds will be ~imilar
the

primary

become

for

stringent

for

the

●ddition, the total vacuum ●rid/ordivertor pumping

both compact and conventional systems, although, like

coolant ducting

to

the FPC (Sec. 4.2.2.), the vacuum ducting may

a more dominant feature relative to

the FPC

#ize

for

tho

compact

●pproaches; ●pproaches that place the FPC or a portion thereof within a vacuum
anvelop repreeent an excaption to this concerd. A more difficult “real astate”
problem

in

the immediate vicinity of the FPC for the comptct opttone generally

is envisaged, however.

\

-154.2.2. NUCLEAR SYSTKMS
The increased surface heat flux ●nd volumetric power density

●t

the

first

wall ●nd within the tritiun breeding blanket for the compact option represents a
msjor

impact on

the

technology requircmants for
●erioua

Preliminary computatlonm38 find no

thermomechanical problem under
the

that is cooled by high-prtsaure water (~ 106 pulses, 4-5 HW/m2 heat

flux, ~ 30-s burn, one-year operating life). The reaulta
copper

ayetme.

high-strength copper ●lloy at

lon~pulaed operation for a CRPPR using a
firot wall

nuclear

the

first walls

for

of

●nether study39

~ompact raactors indicate- that

strength related to coolant preeoure may
firot-wall operating life.

be

an

of

the creep-rupture

important limitation on

the

Increases in thn first-wall thickness required to

support high coolant pressure are limited by the high thermal stress that occurs
in

thick materials,

●s

ham

been quantified in Ref. 38. A careful and more

detailed mtudy Im required to optimize firtt-wall deaigna that uperate with high
thermal loadr, particularly with

respect to radiatiowinduced degradation of

thamal-mechanical properties of uolution-strengthenedcopper alloym.

Uee

of

primary candidate S11OY stainlnos atael (PCASS) at the firac wall generally does
not ●ppear possible for the compoct reacrorc. It 18 noted that heat

fluxee

of

the magnitude anvirnaged for the compact rcactora are required of the STANIRE
pumpad limiter,3 which :tealf ham an area
entira firrt wall of

●

comparable compaut

that may

●pproximate that of the

raactor.

An Indicated by Fig. 7, heat fluxem ●nticipated f~r a range of other fusion

●pplications do not differ appreciably from the (dlvortorleeo) first-wall heat
fluxes projactcd for the CRFPR and OHTE reactor. Also shown in
Ileatfluxas for other non-fuoion procescac occurring in
again

illustrating

that

the OHTE

●nd

7 ● re

Fig,

natilre ●nd

C’RFPR requirements

extrapolation of exieting technolo&y ●nd that the RiRgatrQn would

the

induocry,

● ro

moderate

operate with

haat fluxeu that havo been ●ttained in other ● raaa of high technology. AJthou8h
firnt-uall heat
problem-, ao

transfer appaarc

notad ●bove,

to

present no

tha quantionm of

depooitio~~,and bulk radiation ●ffecta ●ll

insurmountable engineering

●uttering, non-uniform en~rgy

preannt uariouo uncertainties

for

compact and conventional reactor approached alike; thiu central lnsue 10 clooely
ralated to the projected engineering/tmchnoloUy needs
engineering Oystam

for

both

the plafima

(i.e., dance gan blankato, rafueling, diverters, ●te.) ~nd

the ❑agnet ●yrtema (dlvartoro).

-16The pelk blanket power density projected for mtmt compact fusion
comparable to the power dens:ttyin

is

a

reactors

light-water reactor (LWR) fission core

●nd about 1/4 that expected in a ltquid-metal fast-breeder fission reactor. The
●verag~

power

densities are

factor of 6-7 lower than the peak valuee, but

●

remain six times higher than for conventional (STARFIRE) fusion aystams, It
noted

however,

the

that

local power density within

is

the beryllium neutron

multiplier of the STARFIRE blanket3 is wit~~ina factor of 2-3 of the peak

power

deneity within the compact reactor blanket. The compatibility of solid tritium
breeders with this local power density presents a quet~tionrelated primarily to
uncertainties in thermophyaical properties of the solid breeder. Solely for the
purpose. of establishing perspective, Fig. 8 gives a range of power densities in
a

number of

existing engineering systems. The LiPb-coolod blanket propoecd~q

for the OHTE appears particularly attractive for

the

compact fuoion reactor

●~plicatione, especially for the relatively lo-field
MHD-pumping losses can be considerably reduced.
such

a

thin,

C12FPRand is

used

in

Sec. 4.2.7.

fully-optimized design

of

am

●

quantitative ●xmrnple

of

the nuclear systems will uniforml~rbe greater for

reactor ●pproaches, ●lthough for

Ochemesl%*ls the impact

●xpected

of

“model” compact reactor blanket. Gewrally, the impact

a

on the technology required
compact

geometry, where

trltium-breeding, ●nergy-efficient blanket h~rebeen made for the

radiation affecte in

the

A

RFP

cartain comp~~ct confinement

the magnet systems on the blanket desliln●nd

of

overall

plant efficiency will almo be significant.
Although acceptable thermohydraulicdtisignsof

high-power_d.)lwityblankat

a

can be made, the exo-blanktitcoolant ducting requlrad
power

from

●

●nd

coat

than for

required to reeolve thlm
however, where

deliver the same

total

considerably smaller blanket ayatem may bs compar~ble to the

blanket eymtem per se and, hence, may contribute
maOa

to

the

Ch@

Lastly, ●lthough the

from

greater portion

to

the FPC

conventional options; wore detfiileddeaignm

is8u~* howev~r.

blanket la

ducting coolant to ●nd

●

For

oystem

located outeide

like

the Rigqatronp

the coil .et~ thin iesue

a high-power-density blanket ●ppears not

compact system. would

● r-

operate

under

●n

of

crucial.

higher atreuoed

conditions relatlvo to conventional fusion (but not neceaearily wltl;reap~ct to
more

conventional energy ●ytatamein ~eneral), the aama oafaty mar8ino would be

built into ths compact oyntems,
overall plant

posalbly St a ●mowhat higher cost, to ●smrc en

availability ●nd reliability that

● re

c~enoerate

power plant operatlun. Detailad FPC reliability ●nalysss, baaed

with qconmic
on

8en@rallY

-17unavailablo radiation ●ffacte

information, rmin

to be perfomed in order to

relate the overall FPC stress state to failure probability (frequency), which in
turn

should be

coupled

to #tudie# of maintenance/repair/replacementtimes to

datormine tho total plant availability.

Thic

remaino an

important area

of

futurm work.

4.2.3. MAGNET SYSTEMS
Th@ tignet rgquiramenta for the three compact approaches lieted in Table 11
differ widely. For thooe systems requiring large toroidal (tokamak) or
(Ore,

helical

perhaps high-beta ●tellaratort) fields, raniative COIIE positioned at or

nrnarthe flrat wall may be required when force and/or plaoma

inductive-coupli~g

consldaration8 are taken into ●ccount. For these caseo of relatively cool coils
positioned near the first wall (i.e., OHTE and Riggatron reuctoro), the
●nergy

plama
the

syoteu

balance can be sario[lcly4egraded. The dominance of poloidal field for
pressur~ contsinmant iklthe self-rev~roed RFP, on the other hand,

allows

usa of axo-blanket coils operating with low fialds, cILallamount- of ntored

●nergy, and Ohmic 100SOO that can be made a omall fraction of the

For

power.

all

total

fuoion

comp~ct reactor cameo, however, thene rasiative coilo muet

oparata in high neutron ●nd gamma-;ay radiation fluxes, requiring the

uoe

of

●lectrical inoculationsnd relatively

inorganic (a.g., powdarmd ~A1204 or MO)

lcnrtemparatura alloyad coppar (or aluminum) conductors that are

water

cooled.

In addition to ir,culatordamage, radiation-inducedchangas in copper raaiatjvity
●nd neutroc-induced walling of both conductor ●nd

qunntiflad (SQC. 4.2.7.).
coatpacttokamak aagnat
dominate

Although ~he

●ya?om,

❑ uot

torofclal-field COIIO

be

better

dominate

the

tho Ohmic-heating/poloidal/equilibrium Coilo

the C?WPR da~lgn, ●nd the firct-wall h~lical coils dominate the OHTE

reactor, the quottlonr of dtvortor Coils and
remain

insulator

feedback/po#itton-control coils

to ba r~colvmd for ●ll compact concaptn. Genarally, the uca of polotdal

divortor CO1lS in thgsa high-cutrant davicas mppearm to be unattractive barauma
of

th~ hi~h currento ●nd ●~nociatcd OhmlC loamaa incurrad within the-a div?rtor

Colla. Tha coil deslan and Iifatima prognoaao for tha high-field ayatamo ~i.t.,
Riggatron) in

further complicated by

Lha

naed

structural nupport (Q.g., stainlasa stetl).
rcquiramantn of

for ●dditional Inner-cotl

Cen*rally,

tho

cnglnmerlng

hifih-radiation-flux copper-coil design ●nd oparation for ❑ oat

compact raactor ●pproachac ●hould be uimilar to raquirmmantc of

hybrid Elatnats

-18for the TMR

design6 or

yocitioned near

tokamak designs requiring equilibrimfield

the plasma;

● ven

fcr

the

coilm

high-field coils, however, the

engineering development needo are judged to be considerably reduced from
the

r~q?lired Of
fu8im

large superconducting COIIB

thooe

envisaged for the conventional

reactors.

For those compact systeme that propose a long-pulsed operaciati,the method

●dopted for power/energy transfer and etorage (PETS) can present.an important
coat j!sauethat depends intimately on

key

physice

volt-second requirement,

and

plasma proceaseo occurring during

startup,

approach to ignition. Ideally, transfer times and
that

are

most

ouitable fou

direct drive

Ieeuem related to

plasma

total anergy requirements

from the electrical grid would be

prefera}~le. The greatest demand on magnet and PETS systeme occurs during pl”ma
startup, a demand that will be etrongly determined by

am

yet poorly understood,

fundamental plaama procescee occurring during the startup transient. The ●mount
of

flux-{lrive required for long-pulsed operation or current-drive powar needad

for Bteady-atata operation 10 alao clomely related to the degree
remiativity of

burni:lg plaoma I- anomalous; ●nomaly factors in

the

app’:oximatelyten at burn conditions can ●~riously iagraJe the
performance in

to which

the

● xceo.

of

overall plant

of “ATS cost ●nd ●dded recirculating pownr raquir~ments.

tame

hnomalounly lnrge energy losnes incurred during

the

etartup phare when

the

stable magneticn configuration 10 ●etabl<ohed within th~ plaoma will ●l-o Impact
the degrac to which
attained.

For

the first wall

●s

i8nitior. la

both the CRFPR ●nd OHTE systems, fiald rovaraal ~

achieved in a lmtemperaturellwdannity
small fraction

thermally otreaoad

la

of

tha

—SQ would be
plama with tha ●xpenditura of only a

initial invaotmant of

magnetic

field ●norgy;

subs~quent curr~nt rampup and ignition would be ●chiavad on a longar tim~

the

scalo

to ❑lnimlce tha ntmrtup powar and parhapm to ●llw more r~nlictic ccmideretionn
of drnwing

●

significant portion of

tha

otartup enerBy directly

from

the

●lectrical grid.

4.2.4. REHOTE MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS
A

❑ajor SOS1

tha compact u~jproachasis to achiav~ FPC maes utilizations

of

wi.:~inor below chc ranga
powar

plant would

of

0.3-1.0 tonne/MUt. At tha lowar linit, a

4M@llJt

ba drivan by an ?PC that waigho 100U thtn 1500 tonnu. Thim

masn im aquiva-art to

●t

most

●

faw of tha msnv toroidal-fimld COI1O

•n~iaaaed

-19for

som

of the more conventional WE

approaches. In the case of the Riggatron

the first wall and coil sat are surrounded by a
fornr

fixed blanket

replaceable unit weighing only 25 tonne (Table 111).

structure, the

It 1s, therefore,

conceivable that the entire FPC could bG replaced as a single or at most
units

during

Typically, the

replacement.

Thi6

be

subject to

annual replacement rate generally ie comparable to

that for the conventional fumion systems, which on
only

complete

this ●pproximately 1000-HKe power plant would weigh 200-400

for

tonne, and at the 15-20 MU/m* first-wall neutron loading would
annual

few

scheduled maintenance period (annually for the CRFPR, every four

mouths for the OHTE, ●nd monthly for the Riggatron).
PIY/B/S oystem

a

the ●wrage

Vould

replace

a fr&ction of a larger FW/B masa each year. These mesa replacement rate~,

of couroa, do not include the uwua of coolant or
components (i.e.,
approachaa to WE

multiplier,

recycle of

key

blanket

ehields, etc.). Both conventional and compact

uould essentially “burn” FU/B

(200-400 tonne/y

the

systems at

comparable ratea

for an approximately 4000-M’W plant) ●nd, therefore, would be

subjected tG similar operating casts. Equally if not more importantly, a

❑ ore

rapid and reliable FW/B replacement scheme based on block maintenance approaches
could

enhance overall plant availability, which

potent!.ally lower

turn can

counteract

operational reliability tha. may be ●ssociated uirh theoe

highe~parformance systems. The
entire WC

in

concept of

block maintenance, wherein

the

or at leant tha FU/B/S 10 replaced aa a single unit, offera M new And

lnn?vativa maintenance approach for both ccheduled and .~nacneduledoutageo.
nored in See, 4.2.2., h-ever, the ●x-blanket coolant ducting for

❑ eat

A8

compact

zysteme will become m more dominant feature of the 7PC, and the impmct of

this

dominance on tha ovarall maintenance scheme remaino to be evaluated hy detailed
conceptual 6[lginaeringdemigna.

4.2.5. OTI+ERSUBSYSTEMS AND ISSUES

4.2.5.1. Dlagno-tico, I/C, ●nd Emironuant
Technology R&D neede in the area of diagnontice and inatrumentatlon/control
(1/C) systamr ● ra not fully understood, ● van for the conlrantionnlapproachaa to
MFE . In tema

of total rate of radionuclide generation, !ittle

diffarenca i-

●xpacted F-cwaan conventional and compact ●pproachefi. The quality of thio

..-.

.

.

+

-2Qradionuclide production, an measured by the post-ehutdown decay
hazard

biological

potential, depends primarily on mater%al selection and not directly on

the compact versus conventional issue. For a
Li-Pb

md

blanket, the

compact systems ase

given tr?tfum volubility in a

sxpected to

inventories of “vulnerable” tritium. Although the
considerably lese magnetic energy in a rmiative
magnet set, the density of
af%ertdeat problem will

operate with reduced

cc~.pact device will

store

r~ther than a superconducting

radionuclide generation and

the

related nucl*ar

scale with the increased system power density. Given

that each unit mass of FW/B will generate si~~ilaramounts of

total energy for

app~oacheR, the structural radwaste problem 1s expected to be similar for

both

both conventional and compact approaches.

4.2.5.2. MFE Development
The major goul of the MFE prcgram is to m%ieve economic commercial fusion
power

by

the

shortest, least-costly development path.

optimized by using the unique characteristics and

This

advantage

of

path may be
the

compa~t

fusion approaches that generally require the extensL6m of existing engineering
technologies rat”ner than the
hfghe~risk

development of

development appears to

be

naw

.3ne
8,

More

more ammenable to MPE approaches that

represent modest technological extensions of systems that have
associated with

smallnese in

rapid-paced,

the

flexibility

size, stored ●~:ergy,and total R&llcoste. Most

compact syeteme provide euch a high-risk/hi&payoff

opportunity.

The

savings

in R6D time ●nd dollars allowed by integrating technology development needed for
the generation of

technological data

bases

thkwgh

the major

exparim~ntal

confinement devices should ●now a more rapid development:of the compact op~ion.
Lastly,

it

is

recognized that

the plasma performance for most AFCS, at

maasured by plasma temperature, confinement tiza, Laweon

parametarP or

parameter times temperature, is below the corraapondlng measures
mainline. Nevertheless, for thoee AFCS that scale

to

thn

for

Lawson

the tokamak

reactor re8ime by

increasing current rather than size, or that rely on well-prov~n Mating

schemes

(1=*.. Ohmic heating, compreseional heating, cr both) significant improvement in
plattma performance is

expected to occur ●t s considerably enhanced pace when

compared to pact experience that relied primarily on
development of

●xotic

heatlna methode.

In

short,

eize

scaling and

time

scales

the

~hat are

-21conaiderably less than decades are anticipated for

significant, “reactor-like”

plasma performance for most APCIYthat promise a compact reactor option.

PULSED VERSUS STEADY-STATE OPERATION

4.2.6.

Like

the mainline

tokamak, most systems being considered for the compact

reactor option intrinsically would operaCe in a long-pulsed mode.

The

thermal

power delivered to tie blanket, the primary coolant, and the turbine, as well as
the electrical energy generated by the turbine/generator systems, however, would
always

be

steady

-

‘e; only

would be cycled i?

~=pulsed systemc Furthermore, careful tailoring of

startup/burnj

the

the plaama, and to some extent the first wall,

.St cycle can

temperature cycle and

significantly minimize

extend considerably the

Zhe

first-wall

low-cycle fatique life.

A

high-beta S/T/H (e.g., heliac29), however, would be intrinsically steady etate,
although crucial and interrelated geometric, etability/equilibrium, and

beta

issues remoin to be resolved. A high-duty-cycle, long-pulsed operating mod~ for
RFPs, OHTES, and high-field tckmaks can be made to
steady-state operation, particularly if

resemble clo~ely a

truly

the startup/shutdom~ schedules are

engineered to minimize thermal transients both at the fixst wall and within

the

blanket. Generally, for long-pulsed systems that minimize thermal c.~ling and
r~lated trangienta the dwell or off-time should be minfml~ed, which fn turn will
influence the rate at which the OH coils are back-biased and will also determine
the means by which pumpout in achieved, Like the tokamak,3 stead~state current
drive

for both

RFPs

and OHTES can also be proposed.36 Although this current

drive for the RFP should raquire only low-frequency oscillations of the toroidal
and

poloidal

field circuits rather

than high-frequency rf, this F-e current

drive remains to be experimentally demonstrated.
Generally, the attraction of

“steady-state operation” must

be weighed

●gainmt the added engineering/technology/physict!
development needed to achieve
~hio goal. In ●ddition to new and often difficult requirements of
current drive

for

thooe devices

steady-state

requirinz toroidal currents to be sustained

inductively beyond ●pproximately 100 s,

the

issue of

●ctive

refueling and

impurity/aah control contributes to the uncertainty of that approach. Embracine
inherently steady-state confinement schemes (EBT/NBT, S/T/H, TM@
sarious

uncertainties

of

beta/stability/equilibrium

applicability or compatibility of

the magnetic diverter

brings equallY

(EBT/NBT,

S/T/H),

(EBT), and

overa11

-22-

system efficiency (EBT/NBT electron ring losses, TMR erm losses). %perposed
closed-fiel&line

onto those uncertainties is the tendency of any
plasma

to

establish radial electric fields that may enhance the trapping of

ash

helium

eteady-state

and

possibly

(approximately 30
operation in

s)

impurities,

peziodic

plasma shutdown for ash p~.rge. Lastly, efficient plasma

relatively mall

subjugate the

necessitati~

thereby

compact systems may

lon&pulsed

issue of

bring

advantages that

versus steady-state reactor operation,

particularly if fatigue problems can be further reduced through better control
of

the

total burn cycle; the tradeoffs must be more clearly understood before

establishing a priority for the many future engineering needs of MFE,

only

one

of which being a desire for steady-state plasma operation.

4.2.7.

ANTICIPATED FPC RADIATION EFFECTS AND INFLUENCE ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
T%?

previous discussions of technology needs for compact fusion reactors

have necessarily been qualitative because of the
this

study, as

well

as

a

generic approach ad~pted by

general absence of

quantitative design ador

experimental information. A LiP5 ?Ianket design has
CIWPR; this

proposed for

the

FPC layout, however, uses a 20-mm-thick copper first wall and exo-

blanket coils.
- 0.6Q-thick

been

The

results of

neutronic

“model” blanket are

computations

based

on

this

representative of systems that have either

first-wall or exe-blanket coils. This blanket is shown schematically in Fig. 9,
with

the

“second wall”

being PCASS and the “third wall” being e O.I-m-thick

region of a B4c/w composite.
Table VI summarizes for this model FPC the key neutronic responses per unit
of

firs~-wall neutron

loading as well as responses that would be typical of a

20 MU/m2 first-wall neutron loading. These results can be used to
FP5

project the

performance in terms of pacing (materials) technology issues if sufficient

radiation effects information were available. Present understanding, however,
generation of implications. For instance, the swelling of
candidate electrical insulator, 42 MgO and MsA1204, has been measured after
permits only

the

near-room-temperature irradiation to
energies above 0.1 MeV

(2.8 [)nd 0.8

fluences of
V/O,

2.1(10)26 n/m2 and neutron

respectively).

For

●

first-wall

neutron loading of 20 MW/m2, extrapolation of this data would predict swelling
of 11 v/o per year for F@A1204, ●t the first wall, if
For

the

same material and

no

saturation occurred.

first-wall flu%, interposition of

●

0.6-m-thick

-23blmket would reduce the predicted swelling to 0.09 v/o per
toward saturation is

likely, however, and would

year.

A

tendency

greatly decrease the high

fluence eweLling while possibly Increasing this value somewhat at

low

fluence.

In addition, the electrical conduct?vlty of many inorganic electrical insulators
is increased by roughly an order of magnitude for
Increaa*

in

evekr

o~der

of

dose rate. For the relatively low-vo~tage applications envisaged,

however, the Increased leakage current and Ohmic loss should be
moat

magnitude

caaes, although more

tolerable in

detailed coil deeigns are required to assess fully

this potential problem.
Increases in the electrical resistivity of first-wall or exe-blanket copper
coils

Is

anticipated from

vacancies and

the

interstitial),

introduction of point lattice defects (i.e.,
dislocations,

voids,

magnetoresistivity effects. The contribution of point defecte

impurities, and

to che enharicedelectrical resistivity of copper is
- 0.0034

B%u

transmutation-induced

at

expecte.’ to

saturate at

300 K.b3 ‘1’hfs
contribution to the increased resistivity will

saturate at a considerably lower value at elevated temperatures because of
reductimn

in

point

- 0.02-0.04 @m,

defect content.

Since

the

the

starting resistivity is

the effect of point defects on increased resisitivity should

be quite small.
A

hfgh dislocation density in the copper conductor may result from plastic

deformation or

from

However,

for

even

the
a

formstion of

radiation-induced dislocation loops.

density of 1016 dislocations/m2, which is unlikely to be

sustained ~t

operating first-wall temperatures, the

increased by

only

a

few

percent.44 The

resistivity would

be

resistivity contribution from this

source, therefore, is expected to be insignificant. Furthermore, voids or large
defect

aggregates

nhould not

have

an

important effect on

Similarly, the resist~vity contribution from -gnetoiesi6tivity
the

resistivity.

for

fields in

range 2-3 T and temperatures of 400-600 K is estimated to be a few percent

at most and more likely will be less than one percent.
‘I’he
iligh 14-MeV neutron
concentration of

metallic

first-wall flux will

generate a

significant

impurities through (n,2n) reacticw.

SlmilarlY,

transmutation cf excr-blanketcoil conductor will also occur at a reduced level.
Both

Ni and Zn impurities will be generated (Table VI).

Assuming the fo~tion

of only the former element, which will have the greater effect on the electrical
resistivity, the

predicted renistivity increase will be slightly exaggerated.

The rate of impurity formation would be 2.6% per year at the first wall

and

iS

.-.

.

-24reduced

to 0.022% per

year

neutron loading of 20 MW/m2.

outside a

0.6--m-thickblanket fo? a first-wall

Using two sets of

data

for

Cu-Ni

alloy,qs the

respective (average) resistivity increases at a first-well or exe-blanket coil
woull be 100-200% per year

and 0.7-1.4% per

year,

respectively.

Both

the

Insulator swelling and tranmzutatitm-relatedresistivity increases in a firstwall copper coil will require coil chsngeouts more frequently than once a
(3 times

a

year

for OHTE

year

and 12 times a year for Riggatron). The dramatic

decrease in radiation effects when a - 0.6-m-thick blanket is interposed between
the

plasma and

coil

points

to

significant benefits of locating even a thin

(0.1(?-0.15m) neutron absorbing/moderating region between

the plasma and

the

coil; the OHTE reactor design in fact is pursuing t~.s approach.
Since

thermal conduction in copper takes place primarily by the motion of

electrons, an inczease in electrical resiativity will also result in a

decrease

in thermal conductivity. To a first approximation the changes in electrical and
thermal resistivities may be assumed to be proportiona146 (WiedemaamFranz law).
Consequently, changes

in

the

thermal properties of a copper first wall ar+

expected over the lifetimes perhaps leading to

higher

greater

temperature,

thermal gradients, and increased stresses ae end-of-life is approached.
Electrolytic tough-pitch copper (standard electrffialwil$?s,.ade)contains
CU20. Heating of this metal in

ly~droge~.cbove

- 775 K

results in

internal

formation of steam which causes embrittlement.’” Maximum first-wall temperatures
envisaged for most compact systems, therefore, are
this

problem in

sufficiently low

to

avoid

the presence of mole:ular hydrogen. The presence of atomic

hydrogen isotopes at the first-wall surface and the presence of
induced hydrogen within

the

lattice (Table VI),

embrittl.ementat the operating temperature. It

may

transmutation-

however, may
be

result in

desirable to

axygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper for this application,

npecify

~~though

this

would not be fully consistent with the use of a solution-hardened, high-strength
copper alloy.
Irradiatiorinduced

swelling of

between --200 and 825 K, depending on
damage

level, and

copper occurs
the

in the temperature range

bombarding particle, damage

gas content of the metal.48 For “ga?s;” copper subjected to

neutron Irradiation at damage rates of 6(10)‘7 DPA/s (18.3 DPA/y), the
range

is

shifted

rate,

to - 500-775 K,

with

a

initial neutron-induced swelling rate at 775 K

maximum occurring at
corresponds to

swelling

625 K.

- 0.4

v/o

The
per

DPA.Q7 A copper first wall may have a high gan cu,:+entbecause of transmutation

-25induced E and He and is expected to suffer a damage rate that
the

above value.

greater than

A high initital swelling rate, therefore, is indicated, but

saturation may occur, and the effects of alloying on
Possible

is

constraint by

swelling IS

not

known.

the stainless steel structure backing the copper first

wall may also be considered. Temperature differences between inner and

outer

first-wall surfaces will also result in a variation of the swelling rate through
the thickness. Some variation may also result from different displacement and
gas generation rates at inner and outer surfacea. These separate effects remain
to be integrated into a
detailed

composite estimate of

engineering desi~n.

first-wall life

based

on

Ultimately, reliable materials models

integrated nature must be used to

set

the

a

of an

first-wall operating temperature.

Generally, ljttle or no data are available on the effect of alloying, the effect
of neutron fluence (above --1 ~PA), or the effect of temperature except on

pure

copper at.< 1 DPA.
Irradiation damage often

results in

strengthening and embrittlement of

metals as a consequence of microstructural changes. Copper is

strengthened by

irradiation, at least up to 400 K,47, and, although experimental results showing
embrittlement or

decreased stress-rupture lifetime for

available, these

fast

iB

not

effects are likely consequences of the formation of a damage

At temperatures below approximately half the melting point

microstwcture.
in

this metal

neutron fluxes greater

and

than 10~7 n/m2s, metals typically show an

,~nhancwlcreep rate compared to that observed for the unirradiated material.Q9
This

enhanced creep

results from

the generation of

point

defects during

irradiation. Since a copper first wall must desirably operate from 0.40 to 0.45
S%CA

the melting temperature in a high fast neutron flux, accelerated creep can

be expected. The interaction of enhanced creep and embrittlement procesees in a
high-radiation-flux firnt, wall

in

largely unknown, however, particularly for

solution-hardened alloys.
~i~erally, the radiation responses of both
candidate electrical ineulator are

alloyed copper coil.’’’~tor
and

poorly known,

potential problems cb..~e

envisaged that limit both the life and performance of firot-wall and em-blanket
Coilfl, bad

similar problem~ can

he

envisaged for ceppex-dlloy first walls.

Although operation of fir~t-tiallCO118 with a life that ie

comparabl~ to

that

projected for a PCASS blmnket (i.e., 10-15 Ml#y/m*)eeeme improbable, addition of
even

0.10-0.15 m

improvement.

of

blanket between coil

Furthermore, it

is

and

expected that

plaema promieee 8igniflcant
a

coppe~alloy high-heat-flux

.

.

-26first wall may have to operate at

temperatures that are

below

the blanket

coolant, thereby reducing the overall plant therms?.efficiency. The impact on
overall plant efficiency of both first-wall temperature and thickness, an
aa

the

influence of

the

average blanket temperature and whether or not an

Intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) f9 used between the
generator is

well

illustrated in Fig. 10; the tradeoff

of

blanket and
~

the

steam

with these key system

variables is clearly illustrated. Generally, considerably rnorawork is required
to

define a

fully-optimized FPC

density while

dedgn

that operates reliably at high power

assuring that each major

FPC

component

(i.e.,

FW/B/C)

simultaneously achieves an acceptable end-of-life exposure before replacement.
Lastly, it is again empha~ized that
ideally would

both

consume nominally the

conventional and

same FW/B

throughput being considered for compact fusion

compact reactors

mass, and for the FW/B mass

the wj,r

impact on

COE

is

through reduced availability (i.e., scheduled downtime) rather than increased
operating coat.

5.

SUMXARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The assessment prr ented
and

Figs. 7

8

attempt

to

perspective with actual and

above
place

is
th~

Although

summarized in Table VII.

engineering needs of compact fumion in

projected reality, the nat~re

of

a

technology

assessment of the generic claon of compact systemm precludes a more quantitative
comparhon to reality without becoming device apeclfic. h
quantitative flavor to
adding

a

attempt

to

add

thlm ameessment, howevsr, wao made in See* 4.2.7*

specfic FPC example. On the ba~fa

of

a
by

this qualitative assessment,

however, no surprioes ariae with raopect to the key areas of engineering needed
for the

compact approaches relativa to

conventional mainline tokamak.

tha

better dnfinad needs

of

the

!lpecifically,the future engineering needs of

both mainline and compact approaches lice primarily in the following ● raau.
@

Plasma angfneering (auxiliary and/or ●tartup heating, impurity/aah/fuel
control, current drive verous long-pulsed operation).

0

Fir~t-wall/llmitOr eymtema
(tranaient thermal effactv, ●puttering,
radiation effectm,
tritium permeatlol‘lcteui.ion/recycla, end-of-lifa
mochaniam(m) and lif~tima, maximum operating temperat.uraand overall plant
efficiency).

.

●

-27.

Blanket/shield (materials compatibility, radiation damage,
properties versus Itquid-metal breeder containment).

solid-breeder

●

~gnets
(thermomechanical/electrmechanical properties, radiation effects
“o conductors and insulators, reliability, maximum fields and hybrid
.,~gnets~size/modularity).

*

Remote mairitenance (better definition of maintenance echame and downtime,
s%d for less massive modules, quantify relative merits cIf block versus
‘~teh maintenance FPC reliability ●
nalysis).
i’he basic difference between the conventional and compact approaches is

I..hQt
the latter extends directly extsting technologies while newer and sometimes
exotic

technologies are required f~r the former approach. The compact systems,

however, are more highly “stressed”, although it must
terms

of

be

recognized that

in

heat fluxes and power denaitiee the compact option 18 only attempting

to retrieve for MFE a level of ayatem performance that ie already achieved and
deemed

neceeeary for

fiaoion power.

Furthermore, application of

similar

engineering deeign criteria to the more highly stressed compact eyetens should
retain

acceptable plant

reliability/avmilabillty, albeit potentially at

a

momewhat increased coat.
The ability of any MFE concept to project to the compact regime will depend
on the fulfillment of future engineering needs that may not automatically emerge
from D&T programs put in place to
Nevertheless, the

support the

❑ ore

conventional approaches.

conventional mainline approaches are

important engineetlng information for
high-heat-flux first walls

the

expected

compact optio~ie in

(pumped limiters for

co Supply

the

area

of

tokamaku, direct convertor

surfaces for tandem mirrors, neutral-beam dumps, rf tube electrodes, etc.), and
radiation-raalimtent resistive coils (equilibrium coils for tokamaks, high-field
hybrid magnets for the tandem mirror axicells), ● m wall as

pulsed

powmr/energy

tranefar am-l storage (tokamak startup), All these requirements ● re considered
to represant long-term development itemo for the mainline approached, however,
whereaa many

of

tha related engineering problam~ for the compact options must be

addreosed experimentally on
power
fcrca

denait.ien, and

a

much uhort,artime ocale; ir)termu of heat

mechanical. @tr@ao levelu, the couq~actoptions gennrally

development of devfco- to operate nearer to anticipated reactor conditions

than do

the more

conventional approached.

For

thene

reasona msny of tha

extended technologletirequired by tha compact rnyatamuwill have to ba
in

fluxen,

the

courao of

approached.

If

a

understanding the

(ievo~oped

fundamental phyeicn of the r@aP@ctiv@

afngle Important future engineering need

can

be

id~ntified

●

.-.

✎

.

-28from

this

survey Zt would call for a concerted effort to understand the degree

to which existing technologies can be extended to accommodatethe

needs

of

the

compact option, compared to the reduction or elimination of the need for more
advanced technologies required of the conventional MFE approaches.
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Table II.

Summary of Key Parameters for Compact 13igh-Power-DenaitY
Toroidal Fusion P&actors

STARFIRE3 CRFPR13
Plasma radius (m)

2.38

0.71

Major radius (m)

7.0

4.3

781.

42.7

0.8

3.4

Plasma volume (m3)
Average density (1020/m3)
Average temperature (keV)

22

20(a)
0.20(Q

OHTE(f)l%
.—
—
0.67
5.91
52.1
10.0(8)
5-6(8)

R16GATRON~5
0.32
0.80
2*O
20-30
12-20

Average beta

0.067

Plasma power density (MW/m3)

4.5

72*4

64.0

5!30.

Plasma current (MA)

10.1

18.5

12.4

3-4

Plasma current density (MA/m2)

0.57

8.8

7.2-9.6

Magnetic field (T)

5.8

11.7
3.3(b)

11.2@)

10.-16.(m)

Neutron current (MW/m2)

3.6

19.5

19.5

5R.4

o.43(~)

Thermal power(c) (Xwt)

4033.

3350.

2740.

Net power (MWe)

1200.

JCOO.

904.

System power density(d) (MWt/m3)

15.0

3.2

1225.
355.
5.2(H

3.9

0.37

1.45(~)

0.28

Thermal conversion efficiency

0.35

0.35

0.40

0.41

Recirculating power fraction

0.167

0.15

0.35

0.33

Net plant efficflency

0.30

0.30

0.24

0.27

Ma8s

utilization(e) (tonne/MWt)

O*3O

0.20

‘a)Flat temperature profile, J~(ar) decoity profile.
(b)peak fieldm ●t toroidal field coil.
‘c)Total useful thermal power.
‘d)Baeed

on volume enclosed by ●nd including the coils and total thermal power.

‘e)Based on total thermal po~r ●nd total mu@s of PW/B/S/C.
~f~Ref. 14, ●lectrical power plant.
(8~profiles given by [1 - (r/rp)~]a, where a= 2 for T(r) snd 0.25 for n(r).
(h)peak fielde at Ohmic-heatinU coil during initiation of di~charse.
(i)Total fusion power is 3795 ~t.
(j)Of the 5500 tonna for FM/B/S/C, thio Parti~~larly heavy (~pb) blanket weigh.
320o tmne.
An unusual heavy OH COI1 is aluo wed to minimise losces during
startup.
‘k)Tha power danoity within volume defined only by the Ri~6atron coil Bet 1.
160 FfWt/m3.
‘l;poloidal betau ●valuated ●t tha plasma xadluo, which nearly ep~lo the total
beta.
(M)m=.b #,-,~ ,>-,--.-,..-4.4-- -., -k -kS,-*J
---~
--------*-u–>..
-.------a

Table III.

S_ry
of Parameters Used to Aasees Technology R&D
Needs for Compact Reactors Relative to STARPIRE
CO?4PACT

CONVENTIONAL
Plaama Engineering Syetema
● Average density (lOgu/ms)
. Plasma current (MA)
. Plaema current density
@A/m2)
Nuclear Syetems
. L~mitere (~fmz)
● Firet-wall thermal loading
(MW/m2)
@ Blanket
- Average/peak power
density (MW/m3)
- Breeder
Magnet Systeme
● TF coil (T)
● OH coil (T)
● Energy storage (GJ)
Remote Maintenance
● mase of unit replaced
(tonne)
● Annual mase usage
(tonne/y)

&&EIY
●

afterheat

(~/m3)(j)

STARPIRE3

~R13

0NTE14 Riggatron15

0.8
10.1

3,4
18.5

10.0
12.4

0.5

11.7

8.8

5.0

NR(a)

NR(a)

0.9

4-5

5

20-30
3-4
7.2-9.6
NR(a)
20-50

4.5/60.
solid

28/260
liquid

27/120 3/18
liquid liquid

11.l(sc)(b)
8(S5)
61(ll)(d)

3.3(N)(c)
2.6(N)
1.65

4(N)
1O-16(N)
11.2(N) 30(N)
9
0.6

bs(e)

436(f)

164(h) 25(i)

Zbo(e)

4;6(8)

4g2(h)

900(i)

2

12

10

-(k)

~a)NR- not required in the sense that concentration of an already h~~~
first-wall heat flux onto an extended limiter ieI not adviaable;
first-wall ~er ae would serve ae a limiter.
‘b)SC - tiuperconducting.
(c)N . no-l
magnet.
(d)ll GJ etored In the OH and equilibrium coil sets.
‘e)Maes of largeet unit replaced is 65 tonne, 16.7% of FW/B is changed each
year, which gives an annual rate of
about 260 tonne/y. Accounting for
material recycle, the actual mace ueage is 140-150 tonne/y.
(f)Includee mace of drained LiPb blanket (277 tonne total; 31 tonne FW(CU),
23 tonne
etructure (PCASS), 223 tonne B42/W/PCASS third wall) plus mass
of TF coile (159 tonne).
(B)Annual maas replaced related to PW/B. If B4C/W/PCASS third wall rec cled,
PW/B maso ueage amounts only to 54 tonne/y. If the TF coils (159 tonne7 must
be recycled, the annual maaa ueage would be 213 tonne/y.
‘h)PW and helical coil changes every 4 months giving masrnusage of 492 tonne/y.
Thie change out period is dictated by the neutron transmutation rate in
the firet-wall copper coil ●nd the aaaociated increace in electrical
resimtlvity. More recent OHTE rector desi8ns extcnrlthis PW coil life and
total ●yetem efficiency by interposing a 0.10-0.15 m thick semi-blanket
between the coil ●nd the plasma.
‘i)Thie unit ie chan8ed every 30 days. About 3 such units comprise a plant of
1000 MWa (net), givin an ●nnual mesa usage of 900 tonne/y.
(j)Valuas ● t t - 0 ●fte.-plasma ●hutdown ●nd aaeumea afterheat proportional to
blanket power denoity.
(k)fjage ● e for
conventional
but yet to be determined.

●yeteme

for

the blanket, much higher in COIID,

.

.

.

.

Table IV.

Compact Reactor Technology R&D Needs Evaluated
Relative to STARFIRE Projections(a)
LonFPul.sed

Steady-Etate

Plasma Engineering Systems
Current drive
Auxiliary heating(b)
● Aah removal/impurity control
. Fueling

●
●

CWPR13

()~14

Riggatron15

C~PR13
—.

0H~14

+(?)
NR

+(?)

NR

N’!?

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

o
o

o
0

o

o

0

(?)
+

+

(?)
*

i+

(?)
i+

Nuclear Systems
& Diverter(c)
● First-wall (limiter)(c)
● Blanket
- l%ennohydraulics
- Breeding
. Magnet radiation shield(d)

+
o
NR

+
+

+
o

+
-i-

i+-

NR

NR

NR

NR

-(e)

0
0

Magnet Sy~tem
●
●
●

TF coil
OH coil
Power/energy transfer and storage

-(e)

-

-Different—4-Differen~
(block vs. patch) (block VS. patch)
00
0
0Safety and Environmental Systems(f) O
———
~=
not required, (-) = less cliff
icult, (0) = similar, and (+) = more
difficult than STARFIRE.
(b)A small quantity of auxiliary heating might be needed to reduce startup
losses for ignition.
(c)Conventional limiters that concentrate heat flux are not considered ior most
compact options operating already at high firet-wall heat loads. Generally, the
entire first
wall muut be considered a “limiter?”. The une of ● magnetic
divertor is generally considered desirable for th@s@ oymtema,
(d)Most compact syetems use copper magneto that at moat are shiulded by the
high-temperature breeding blanket. Paasive, room-temperature radiation/thermal
shield ~
~~ of the kind needed to protect superconducting magnets is not
envisaged for tliecompmct systems.
(a)The toroidal field for OllTEwould be generated by a first-wall helical coil
operating continuously ●t 4 T using normal copper conductor. This ia judged to
make the “TF-coil” requirements fot OHTE ●mewhst more difficult than for CRFPR,
but eaaier than the baseline STARFIRE cnae.
‘f)Afterheat power density 18 higher for compact eyatems, presenting a more
●erioua loss-of-coolant-accident concern.
Remote Maintenance
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Table VI.

●

Implicatlona of Compact Reactor for A “Model” FW/B/C

FIRST WALL (Cu/H20)
14.1-MeV neutron current, Jw(n/m2s) = 4.43(10)171W

8.8(10)18

Neutron flux, $w(n/m2s) “ 4S43(10)18 ~

8.8(10)19

Total FPY(a) fluence, $wT(n/m2) = 1.40(IO)261W

2.8(10)27

Radiation dose rate, R(rad/s)
8.2(10)4 ~

1.6(10)6

gamma ray, ~(rad/s) = 1.3(10)5 ~

2.6(10)6

neutrons, ~(rad/s) =

DPA/y M 11 ~
He appm/y =

220.

31 \

H appm/y ‘ 93 ~

620.
1860.

Average transmutation rates
Ni(%/y) = 0.13 ~

2.6

Zn(%/y) = 0.11 ~

2.2

Heat flux, IQ(MW/m2) f ~/4
Average power density, Qw(MW/m3) = 10 Iw

5*
200.

o BLANKET(Ab = 0.6 m, LiPb/B4C/W)
- Peak power density, QB(MW/m3) = 13 ~

260.

- Average power density, <QB>(MW/m3) = 1.4 ~

28.

- Average DpA/y - 2.3 ~

46.

- Average He appm/y = 26.7 ~

534.

- Average H appm/y = 7.7 ~

154.

(in .lPbcoolant)

* EXO-BLANKET COIL (Cu/H20)
-Peak neutron flux, $c(n/m2s) = 3.4(10)16 \

6.8(10)17

- Radiation dose rate, R(rad/s)
neutrone, Rn(rad/s) = 1.2(10)2 Iw

2.5(10)3

gramma rays, ~(rad/s) = 1.1(10)3 ~

2.2(10)4

- Peak DPA/y M 0.063 ~

12.6

- Peak He appm/y = 0.027 \

0.54

- Peak Happm/y = 0.13 ~

2.6

- Average transmutation rates
Ni(X/y) - 1.1(10)-3 Iw

!).022

Zn(X/y) _ 0.5(10)-3 Iw

0.010

- Peak power density, Qc(NW/m3) - 0.1 ~

2.O(nuclear)
0.8(Ohmic)

(a)Fpy - Full-prier

year.

‘b)For CRFPR fully-cost-optimizeddesi8n.13

Table VII.

Summary of Compact Reactor Technology
requirements

Plasma Engineering Systems
e

with high toroidal current density (> 10 MA/m*) in a dense plasma
Ohmic
fieating alone, possibly with
to
achieve
DT
ignition by
auxiliary-heating boost or plasma preconditioning in order to ninimize
volt-second consumption while attainit,gignition.

o

Understand means to provide fueling, impurity/ash control, and steady-state
current drive in dense plasma.

o

Plasma edge control, dehse gas blanket, isolation of plasma from FW.

.

Examine potential of compact options for confinement systems that operate
with currentness plasma.

Operate

~lclear Systems
High heat-flux (3-5 MW/m2) FW and high-power-density breeding blanket (100
MWt/m3 peak, 50 MWt/m3 average) precludes use of PCASS at the FW and solid
tritium breeders within the blanket.
Control/understand FW sputter erosion through use of magnetic diverter,
dense gas blankets, a~d/or tailoring of plasma edge conditions.
Interrelationship between FW temperature, FW life-limiting mechanisms,
temperature, blsnket thickness, and overall plant
blanket
maximum
efficiency needs better resolution.
Single/few-piece FW/B/S construction for purposes of “block” maintenance
requires careful resolution, par~icularly with respect to coolant and
vacuum ducting.
Better resolve tradeoff betwee~,reduced inner coil

shield thicknesu and

increased biological aud exo-FPC equipment radiation ehielding.

interrelation~hipa
Better
resolve
reliability, and availability.
-

overall

Systam ntress,

required by

Ohmically-heated

batween

Magnet Syctems
e

Very high-field (30 T) resistive OH COi~S
compact tokamak reactor (Riggatron).

●

Mont compact systems raquire realative coils to operate in high radiation
field. Need exiato to understand response of such coile (conductor and
i:qulation) and life-limiting machaniamo (swelling, resistivity change,
structural integrity, etc.).

e

Certain compact options successfully tradeoff higher recirculating power
and BOP coat for reduced shield and coil costsi this tradeoff requires
additional study.

Remote Maintenance
●

The basic maintenance approach differs considerably from the conventional
mainlin% and WC concepte; total “block” maintenance of the FW/B/S (200-400
tonne) is proposed. ‘The merits of “block” versus “patch” maintenance
require further examination.

●

The topology of coolant and vacuum ducts, the size of which should not
change for a given total power output, and the FPC, which 1. decreaaed in

volume by a factor of 10-30, must be resolved and reconciled with the
“block” maintenance approach.
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